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The Ants, Salvador Dali, 1929

 

 

Ant

 

All things are the expressed forms of but one idea,

From the scattered scribblings of late nights,

To the gentle collusion of matrices.

 

Everything is the form of one idea:
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A well, with stone walls, in the dim light,

With its uses spread like thinning butter,

A cognitive reification wrought from child’s play.

 

Yet these etchings of a complex choral unity,

Of a wilderness of heat and thirst,

Prompt fat fruits to turn host and heavy womb.

 

Yet we, wing-clipped ruddy statesmen of toil,

Who harbor the vice of royalty,

  Like children with a punnet of nectarines,

Not yet, happily, aware of history,

Or our place in any of it all,

We cling,

Resin beneath a rotting bark.

 

 

 

 





Down the Rabbit Hole, Salvador Dali, 1969

 

 

Dusk

 

Here, where rain caresses the browning blades of heavy leaves,

Where silk webs cling to the shifting branches,

I spend myself in moments,

A refraction of an instance,

And I cannot repent.

 

Here, wild hares twist over gnarled root and stump,

There, parched lips like creased paper bags,

A heartbeat, one clear echo of what might have been,

And I cannot repent,

 

Yet here we are,

Sheltered by patterns too old to break.
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